
COPYRIGHT 

All content included in or made available through any RACE Services, such as text, graphics, 
logos, button icons, images, audio clips, digital downloads, data compilations, and software is 
the property of RACE website or its content suppliers and protected by Turkey and 
international copyright laws. The compilation of all content included in or made available 
through any RACE Service is the exclusive property of RACE and protected by Turkey and 
international copyright laws. 

RACE does not claim any copyright on its sold services such as Research Guide, Personal 
Research Guide, Data Analysis for Researchers and for Businesses because the content of any 
services does only have partial individual intellectuality and partakes of only recommendation 
to the user.  

Therefore, the digital products in all RACE services such as Research Guide are re-sellable by 
RACE on Online Market. Downloaders of any digital products such as Research Guide from 
RACE Online Market accepts and promise that they won’t use the digital products and the 
content of those documents for business purposes, and they also promise not to re-sell those 
digital products for individual purposes in another platform.  

Because RACE products are only recommendations, RACE and its contributors don’t have fully 
intellectual property. But the cases of RACE Contributors depend on the agreement with the 
contributor. RACE has responsible to inform users about the intellectual property of RACE 
products on the sold digital versions. Controlling the intellectual property situation of any 
products is on the responsibility of users. 

Users of RACE Services are fully free to make any necessary and sufficient changes in the 
content of RACE Products with no intellectual property. They don’t have any responsibility to 
inform RACE of the changes in the content except products with intellectual property. If the 
user sold or resold the content of the products with property (s)he bought from RACE after 
changing it without officially informing RACE on the Contact page on the website, RACE has 
right to go to the international or local courts, to apply necessary and sufficient technical blocks 
on the user so that (s)he cannot buy any products from RACE, to cancel the user’s membership 
without a kind of refund. Users can use products with intellectual property for business 
purposes only in the consent of the relative contributor of the related product with requirement 
to officially inform RACE of the consent. The user promises to contact the contributor through 
RACE. In such conditions, the user is regarded as accepted to pay 5% of the re-selling price of 
the product. RACE don’t accept any responsibility about the rights and demands of the 
contributor from the user who resells the product. RACE keeps its rights to go to the related 
local and international courts in any opposite case. 
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